
Approximation Results for Parameter Estimation inNonlinear ElastomersH.T. BanksCenter for Research in Scienti�c ComputationNorth Carolina State UniversityRaleigh, NC 27695-8205Gabriella A. PinterDepartment of MathematicsTexas Tech UniversityLubbock, TX 79409AbstractIn this paper we present an approximation framework and theoretical convergenceresults for a class of parameter estimation problems for general abstract nonlinearhyperbolic systems. These systems include as a special case those modeling a largeclass of nonlinear elastomers.1 IntroductionWe consider the following class of abstract nonlinear damped parameter dependent hyper-bolic systems evolving in a complex separable Hilbert space H:wtt +A1(q)w +A2(q)wt +N �g(q)(Nw) = f(t; q) (1.1)w(0) = '0 (1.2)wt(0) = '1: (1.3)HereA1(q);A2(q) are unbounded operators depending on some parameter q, g(q) is a param-eter dependent nonlinear operator in H, N is an unbounded operator, and f is a parameterdependent forcing term. Precise conditions on these operators are given below.1



This class of systems was introduced in [BGS, BLMY] and further studied in [BLGMY]as a model for the behavior of nonlinear elastomers . These materials, which are usedin the development of active and passive vibration devices, are rubber or polymer basedcomposites that involve complex viscoelastic materials. Their behavior cannot be adequatelymodelled using the theory of linear elasticity. Indeed, they exhibit nonlinearities in materialand geometric properties so that there is a nonlinear relationship between stress and straineven for small strains. We illustrate with a simple example that takes into account thesenonlinearities, and describe the associated general parameter estimation problems. (Fordetailed discussions of this and other models see [BLMY, BGS, BLGMY, BL].)Consider an isotropic, incompressible rubber-like rod under simple elongation with a�nite applied stress in the principal axis direction x1 = x. Let w denote deformation in thex direction. Following the derivation of the model in [BLMY, BGS, BL] we arrive at thepartial di�erential equation�A@2w@t2 � @@x  EA3 @w@x!� @@x  EA3 ~g  @w@x!! = F; (1.4)where � is mass density, E is the generalized modulus of elasticity, A is the cross sectionalarea, and F is an applied external force. If one assumes that the rod is composed of a neo-Hookean material (see [BL]), then the nonlinearity ~g in (1.4) is given by ~g(�) = 1 � 1(1+�)2for �1 < � < 1. Assuming that we have a slender rod of length ` that satis�es w(t; 0) =w(t; `) = 0, and de�ning V = H10 (0; `) and H = L2(0; `), we obtain the usual Gelfandtriple V ,! H � H� ,! V � where V � = H�1(0; `). Then equation (1.4) with the speci�edboundary conditions can be written in the variational form:�Awtt +A1w +D�~g(Dw) = F in V �; (1.5)where A1 2 L(V; V �) is given byhA1'; iV �;V = �EA3 D';D �Hand D = @@x 2 L(V;H) is the spatial di�erentiation operator. For a realistic model we alsomust include some type of material damping which is known to be present in elastomers(indeed in all materials). Here we assume an internal damping of the form A2wt, whereA2 2 L(V2; V �2 ) and V ,! V2 ,! H. In the case of Kelvin-Voigt damping we de�ne V2 = V =H10 (0; `) and hA2'; iV �2 ;V2 = hcDD';D iH ;2



where cD 2 L1(0; `). (We remark that the exact form of the damping mechanism in elas-tomers is not known and, indeed, is the subject of current research.) With the dampingincluded, we �nd that our model in variational form for the neo-Hookean elastomer rod isgiven by �Awtt +A1w +A2wt +D�~g(Dw) = F in V �: (1.6)If this model is to be used for simulation or control of the behavior of the elastomerrod we need values for �;E;A; cD; F; `. Some of these can be given or measured explicitly(e.g., A; `, F), or can be found from manufacturers speci�cations (so-called "book-values").However, some parameters (e.g., E, cD) cannot be measured or obtained this way. Also, the"book-values" can vary considerably between samples. Thus we need a method to estimatethese "unknown" parameters by dynamic experiments with the sample itself. Moreover, thenonlinearity ~g is in general unknown and must be estimated (the neo-Hookean assumptionis only a �rst approximation to actual material properties) or chosen from a general class ofadmissible nonlinearities.In one general parameter estimation formulation equation (1.6) takes the form (1.1)-(1.3) where the structural operators A1;A2, the nonlinearity g and the input f have allbeen parameterized by a vector (possibly in�nite dimensional) parameter q that must beestimated. Here the parameter q takes values from an admissible parameter set Q. Supposethat we have a set of measured observations z = fzigKi=1 corresponding to measurements (e.g.,displacements, velocities) taken at time ti. In a general least squares parameter estimationproblem, we seek to minimize the least squares output functionalJ(q; z) = ��� ~C2 n ~C1fw(ti; �; q)g � fzigo���2 ;over q 2 Q, where fw(ti; �; q)g are the parameter dependent solutions of (1.1)-(1.3) evaluatedat time ti; i = 1; 2; : : :K, and j � j is an appropriately chosen Euclidean norm. The operators~C1; ~C2 depend on the type of the collected data. For example, if zi is time domain displace-ment, velocity or acceleration at a point x, then ~C1 involves di�erentiation (0,1 or 2 times,respectively) with respect to time followed by pointwise evaluation in t and x. The operator~C2 is the identity in the case of time domain identi�cation, while it is related to the Fouriertransform if we consider �tting the data in the frequency domain (see Chapter 5 of [BSW]for details).In this formulation the minimization problem involves an in�nite dimensional state spaceand (in general) an in�nite dimensional admissible parameter set Q. To overcome this di�-culty and to obtain a computationally tractable method, we use the general ideas described3



in [BSW]. Namely, let HN be �nite dimensional subspaces of H, and QM be a sequenceof �nite dimensional sets approximating the parameter set Q. Denote the orthogonal pro-jections of H onto HN by PN . One can formulate a family of approximating estimationproblems with �nite dimensional state spaces and �nite dimensional parameter sets in thefollowing way: �nd q 2 QM which minimizesJN(q; z) = ��� ~C2 n ~C1fwN (ti; �; q)g � fzigo���2 ; (1.7)where wN (t; q) 2 HN is the solution to the �nite dimensional approximation of (1.1)-(1.3)given by: hwNtt ; �iV �2 ;V2 + hA1(q)wN ; �iV �;V + hA2wNt ; �iV �2 ;V2 + hg(q)(NwN );N�i =hf(t; q); �iV �2 ;V2 (1.8)wN (0) = PN'0; wNt (0) = PN'1 (1.9)for all ' 2 HN .Solution of these approximate estimation problems (1.7)-(1.9) provides one with a se-quence of parameter estimates f�qN;Mg. The crucial question is when one can guaranteethat this sequence (or some subsequence) converges to a solution of the original in�nitedimensional parameter estimation problem. Under certain suitable assumptions on the ap-proximating spaces HN and approximating sets QM this question is answered in [BSW] forlinear systems and here we extend these ideas to include nonlinear systems.To permit use of the method outlined above we must be certain that the above systems(1.1)-(1.3) and (1.8)-(1.9) have solutions in some sense for each q 2 Q. This well-posednessproblem (without considering the parameter dependent case) was solved in the recent paper[BGS]. In the following section we summarize these results and give precise conditionsunder which (1.1)-(1.3) has a unique weak solution for each q 2 Q. Then in Section 3 wegive assumptions on the general parameter estimation problem that we shall use to proveconvergence. We also recall Theorem 5.1 from [BSW] that provides a su�cient conditionfor the convergence of the solutions f�qN;Mg of the approximate estimation problems to asolution of the original parameter estimation problem. Then in Section 4 we show that thiscondition is satis�ed in our case under natural assumptions on the parameter dependence ofA1;A2; g and f . 4



2 Formulation of the ProblemWe assume that there is a sequence of separable Hilbert spaces V , V2, H, V �, V �2 forming aGelfand quintuple [BIW, Wl] satisfyingV ,! V2 ,! H ,! V �2 ,! V �; (2.1)where we assume that the embedding V ,! V2 is dense and continuous with j'jV2 � cj'jVfor ' 2 V and V2 ,! H is a dense compact embedding with j'j � ~cj'jV2. The norm inH will be denoted by j � j while those in V; V2 etc. will carry an appropriate subscript.We denote by h ; iV �;V , etc., the usual duality products [Wl]. These duality products arethe extensions by continuity of the inner product in H, denoted by h ; i throughout. LetQ be an in�nite dimensional parameter set. The operators A1(q) and A2(q) are de�ned interms of their sesquilinear forms �1(q) : V � V ! Cl and �2(q) : V2 � V2 ! Cl . That is,A1(q) 2 L(V; V �);A2(q) 2 L(V2; V �2 ) and hA1(q)'; iV �;V = �1(q)('; ); hA2(q)'; iV �2 ;V2 =�2(q)('; ).Let LT denote the space of functions w : [0; T ]! H such thatw 2 CW ([0; T ]; V2) \ L1([0; T ]; V )(the subscript W denotes weak continuity), andwt 2 CW ([0; T ];H) \ L2([0; T ]; V2);where the time derivative wt is understood in the sense of distributions with values in aHilbert Space (see, e.g., [Li1]). The space LT is equipped with the normjwjLT = ess supt2[0;T ] (jwt(t)j+ jw(t)jV ) +  Z T0 jwt(t)j2V2dt!1=2 : (2.2)De�nition 2.1 We say that w 2 LT is a weak solution of the problem (1.1) { (1.3) if itsatis�es the equation:Z t0 �� hw�(� ); �� (� )i+ �1(q) (w(� ); �(� )) + �2(q) (w� (� ); �(� )) ++hg(q) (Nw(� )) ;N�(� )i�d� + hwt(t); �(t)i == h'1; �(0)i+ Z t0 hf(� ; q); �(� )iV �2 ;V2d�; (2.3)5



for any t 2 [0; T ] and any � 2 LT , as well as the initial conditionw(0) = '0: (2.4)Equivalently, w is a weak solution ifhwtt; �iV �;V + �1(q)(w; �) + �2(q)(wt; �) + hg(q)(Nw);N�i = hf(q); �iV �2 ;V2 (2.5)is satis�ed for all � 2 LT and for almost all t 2 [0; T ].To establish our parameter estimation convergence results, we �rst make the followingassumptions (these assumptions are the same as in [BGS] except that here we require themto be satis�ed uniformly for all q 2 Q) which will guarantee well-posedness for all q 2 Q.A1) The form �1(q) is a Hermitian sesquilinear form: for '; 2 V�1(q)('; ) = �1(q)( ;') for every q 2 Q: (2.6)A2) The form �1(q) is V bounded: for '; 2 Vj�1(q)('; ) � c1j'jV j jV for every q 2 Q: (2.7)A3) The form �1(q) is strictly V coercive: for ' 2 VRe�1(q)(';') = �1(q)(';') � k1j'j2V ; k1 > 0 (2.8)for every q 2 Q:A4) The form �2(q) is V2 bounded: for '; 2 V2j�2(q)('; )j � c2j'jV2j jV2 for every q 2 Q: (2.9)A5) The real part of �2(q) is V2 coercive and is symmetric:Re�2(q)(';') + �0j'j2 � k2j'j2V2 k2 > 0; �0 � 0 (2.10)Re�2(q)('; ) = Re�2(q)( ;'); for any '; 2 V2; q 2 Q: (2.11)A6) The forcing term f(q) satis�es f 2 L2([0; T ]; V �2 ) for every q 2 Q.6



A7) The operator N satis�esN 2 L(V2;H) with jN'j � qek j'jV2 (2.12)and the range of N on V is dense in H.Note that (2.12) and V ,! V2 impliesN 2 L(V;H) with jN'j � pk j'jV (2.13)with k = c2~k.A8) The nonlinear function g(q) : H ! H is a continuous nonlinear mapping of real gradi-ent (or potential) type. This means that there exists a continuous Frechet-di�erentiablenonlinear functional G(q) : H ! IR1, whose Frechet derivative G0(q)(') 2 L(H; IR1)at any ' 2 H can be represented in the formG0(q)(') = Rehg(q)(');  i for any  2 H: (2.14)We also require that there are constants C1; C2; C3 and " > 0 such that�12k�1(k1 � ")j'j2 � C1 � G(q)(') � C2j'j2 + C3; (2.15)for every q 2 Q, where k is from (2.13) and k1 from (2.8).A9) The nonlinear function g(q) also satis�esjg(q)(')j � eC1j'j+ eC2; ' 2 H; (2.16)for every q 2 Q; for some constants ~C1; ~C2.An additional condition is necessary for uniqueness of solutions.A10) For any ' 2 H the Frechet derivative of g(q) exists and satis�esg0(q)(') 2 L(H;H) with jg0(q)(')jL(H;H) � eC3 for every q 2 Q: (2.17)A11) We assume that for any u; v 2 LT , the following inequality is satis�ed for any t 2[0; T ]; q 2 Q: Z t0 nRehg(q)(Nu(� ))� g(q)(Nv(� ));Nu(� )�Nv(� )i+k1k�1jNu(� )�Nv(� )j2o dt (2.18)+a �Z t0 ju(� )� v(� )j2 dt�1=2! � 0;where a(�) � 0 is a continuous function in � � 0 such that7



i) a(0) = 0,ii) there exists a �rst derivative such that a0(0) = 0.Note that (2.18) is satis�ed if, for example,Rehg(q)(')� g(q)( ); '�  i+ k1k�1j'�  j2 � 0 (2.19)for any '; 2 H, where k and k1 are the constants in (2.8) and (2.13). Thus ifH = L2(
); 
 � IRm; so that g(q) : IR ! IR, then a su�cient condition for (2.19) isthat g0(q)(�) � �l1 for some l1 > 0.In [BGS] it is shown thatTheorem 2.1 Under conditions A1)-A11) the system (1.1)-(1.3) has a unique weak solutionw 2 LT for every initial condition ('0; '1) 2 V �H: The weak solution satis�eshwtt; �iV �;V + �1(q)(w; �) + �2(q)(wt; �) + hg(q)(Nw);N�i = hf(q); �iV �2 ;V2 (2.20)for all � 2 LT ; q 2 Q and for almost all t 2 [0; T ]: Also, w 2 CW ([0; T ]; V2); wt 2CW ([0; T ];H) and the weak solution depends continuously on initial conditions.3 The General Parameter Estimation ProblemAssume that we have a set of observations z = fzigKi=1 corresponding to measurements takenat time ti. As stated in the Introduction we would like to �nd a solution for the least squaresminimization problem, i.e., �nd q 2 Q that minimizesJ(q; z) = ��� ~C2 n ~C1fw(ti; �; q)g � fzigo���2 ; (3.1)where fw(ti; �; q)g are the parameter dependent solutions of (1.1)-(1.3) evaluated at timeti; i = 1; 2; : : :K. To this end, we consider Galerkin type approximations to (1.1)-(1.3) andde�ne a family of approximating parameter estimation problems.Let HN be �nite dimensional subspaces of H and let QM be �nite dimensional setsapproximating (in a sense to be made precise below) the parameter set Q. Let PN denotethe orthogonal projections of H onto HN . Then the approximate parameter estimationproblems can be stated in the following way: �nd q 2 QM that minimizesJN(q; z) = ��� ~C2 n ~C1fwN (ti; �; q)g � fzigo���2 ; (3.2)8



where wN (t; q) 2 HN is the solution to the �nite dimensional approximation of (1.1)-(1.3)given by (1.8)-(1.9).We make the following assumptions for the spaces HN and H and the sets QM and Q(see [BSW]).B1) The sets Q and QM lie in a metric space ~Q with metric d. We assume that Q andQM are compact in this metric and there is a mapping iM : Q ! QM such thatQM = iM(Q): Also, for each q 2 Q, iM(q)! q in ~Q with the convergence uniform inq 2 Q:B2) The �nite dimensional subspaces HN satisfy HN � V:B3) For each  2 V; j � PN jV ! 0 as N !1:B4) For each  2 V2; j � PN jV2 ! 0 as N !1:We also assume that A1;A2; g; f depend continuously on the parameter q 2 Q; i.e., theysatisfy the following conditions:C1) j�1(q)(�; )� �1(~q)(�; )j � 1d(q; ~q)j�jV j jV ; for every �; 2 V:C2) j�2(q)(�; �)� �2(~q)(�; �)j � 2d(q; ~q)j�jV2j�jV2; for every �; � 2 V2:C3) jg(q)(�)� g(~q)(�)j � 3d(q; ~q)j�j for all � 2 H:C4) The mapping q! f(�; q) is continuous from Q to L2([0; T ]; V �2 ):Under conditions A1)-A11), B1), C1)-C4) we know that a solution f�qN;Mg to the approx-imate parameter estimation problem (1.7)-(1.9) and a solution �q to the original parameterestimation problem for (3.1) exist. A general su�cient condition for the convergence off�qN;Mg to �q is given in Theorem 5.1 of [BSW] (see also [BK]):Theorem 3.1 To obtain convergence of at least a subsequence of f�qN;Mg to a solution �q ofminimizing (3.1) subject to (1.1)-(1.3), it su�ces, under assumption B1), to argue that forarbitrary sequences fqN;Mg in QM with qN;M ! q 2 Q, we have~C2 ~C1wN (t; qN;M)! ~C2 ~C1w(t; q): (3.3)9



4 Convergence ResultsIn this section we show that under our general conditions given above, the convergencecriteria (3.3) of Theorem 3.1 holds for a reasonable class of observation operators ~C1; ~C2.Theorem 4.1 Suppose that assumptions A1)-A11), B1)-B4) and C1)-C4) are satis�ed. LetqN be arbitrary in QN such that qN ! q 2 Q as N !1. Then we havewN (t; qN)! w(t; q) in V; for all t � 0and wNt (t; qN)! wt(t; q) in H for all t � 0 and in V2 for almost all t � 0;where wN ; wNt satisfyhwNtt (t); �iV �;V + �2(qN)(wNt (t); �) + �1(qN)(wN (t); �) + hg(qN )(NwN);N�i =hf(t; qN ); �iV �2 ;V2wN (0) = PN'0 ; wNt (0) = PN'1 (4.1)for all � 2 HN , and w;wt satisfyhwtt(t); �iV �;V + �2(q)(wt(t); �) + �1(q)(w(t); �) + hg(q)(Nw);N�i =hf(t; q); �iV �2 ;V2w(0) = '0 ; wt(0) = '1 (4.2)for all � 2 V .Proof: We know that w(t) 2 V; wt(t) 2 H for all t � 0 and wt(t) 2 V2 for almost all t � 0.By the triangle inequalityjwN (t; qN)� w(t; q)jV � jwN (t; qN)� PNw(t; q)jV + jPNw(t; q)� w(t; q)jV :By assumption B3) the second term on the right side goes to 0 as N ! 1. So to proveour statement about wN (t; qN) it is enough to show that the �rst term on the right side alsogoes to 0 as N !1. Similarly,jwNt (t; qN)� wt(t; q)jV2 � jwNt (t; qN)� PNwt(t; q)jV2 + jPNwt(t; q)� wt(t; q)jV2:10



The last term again goes to 0 by B4), so to prove our statement it is enough to show thatthe �rst term also converges to zero.Let us introduce the following notation:wN = wN (t; qN); w = w(t; q)and �N = wN (t; qN)� PNw(t; q):Then �Nt = wNt � ddtPNw = wNt � PNwt;�Ntt = wNtt � d2dt2PNwsince wt 2 L2([0; t]; V2).From (4.1) and (4.2) we have that for every  2 HN :h�Ntt ;  iV �;V = hwNtt � wtt + wtt � d2dt2PNw; iV �;V= hf(qN );  iV �2 ;V2 � �2(qN)(wNt ;  )� �1(qN)(wN ;  )� hg(qN )NwN ;N i�hf(q);  iV �2 ;V2 + �2(q)(wt;  ) + �1(q)(w; ) + hg(q)Nw;N i+hwtt � d2dt2PNw; iV �;V : (4.3)By adding and subtracting we obtain for all  2 HNh�Ntt ;  iV �;V + �1(qN)(�N ;  ) = hwtt � d2dt2PNw; iV �;V � hf(q) � f(qN );  iV �2 ;V2 +�2(qN)(wt � PNwt;  ) + �2(q)(wt;  )� �2(qN)(wt;  ) +�1(qN)(w � PNw; ) + �1(q)(w; )� �1(qN)(w; )��2(qN)(�Nt ;  ) + hg(q)Nw;N i � hg(qN )NwN ;N i: (4.4)We may choose  = �Nt since �Nt 2 HN . Then h�Ntt ;�Nt iV �;V = 12 ddt j�Nt j2V . As in [BSW]we �nd: ddt �hj�Nt j2V + �1(qN)(�N ;�N)� = 2Re fhwtt � d2dt2PNw;�Nt iV �;V�hf(q)� f(qN);�Nt iV �2 ;V2 + 11



�2(qN)(wt � PNwt;�Nt ) + �2(q)(wt;�Nt )� �2(qN)(wt;�Nt )+�1(qN)(w � PNw;�Nt ) + �1(q)(w;�Nt )� �1(qN)(w;�Nt )��2(qN)(�Nt ;�Nt ) + hg(q)Nw;N�Nt i � hg(qN)NwN ;N�Nt ig: (4.5)We denote the left side of (4.5) by L(t) and the right side by R(t). Integrating L from 0 tot, using initial conditions�N(0) = wN (0)� PNw(0) = wN (0)� PN'0 = 0and �Nt (0) = wNt (0)� PNwt(0) = wNt (0)� PN'1 = 0;along with A3), we have Z t0 L(s)ds � j�Nt j2V + k1j�N j2V : (4.6)We next argue that Z t0 R(s)ds � �1~�N(t) + �2 Z t0 j�Nt j2V + k1j�N j2V ds; (4.7)where ~�N(t)! 0 as N !1 and �1; �2 are positive constants. Then by Gronwall's inequalitywe obtain that k1j�N (t)j2V + j�Nt (t)j2V ! 0 as N !1 for each t � 0;which implies the desired results.Proceeding as in [BSW], we have thatZ t0 R(s)ds � �1�N(t) + �2 Z t0 j�Nt j2V + k1j�N j2V ds+2Re Z t0 �hg(q)Nw;N�Nt i � hg(qN)NwN ;N�Nt i� ds; (4.8)where �N(t) = Z t0 Re fhwtt � d2dt2PNw;�Nt iV �;V + jf(q)� f(qN )j2V �2 + c22jwt � PNwtj2V222d2(q; qN)jwtj2V2 + c2jw � PNwj2V + 21d2(q; qN)jwj2V gds; (4.9)and �N(t)! 0 as N !1 by (5.18) of [BSW], B3), B4), properties of w;wt and assumptionsof the theorem. Finally, we need to show that the last integral containing the terms involving12



g can also be estimated from above by an expression similar to the right side of (4.7). Wemay argue j Z t0 hg(q)Nw;N�Nt i � hg(qN )NwN ;N�Nt idsj �j Z t0 hg(q)Nw � g(qN )Nw;N�Nt i + hg(qN)Nw � g(qN)NwN ;N�Nt idsj �12 Z t0 (23d2(q; qN)kjwj2V + kj�Nt j2V )ds+j Z t0 hg(qN )Nw � g(qN)NPNw;N�Nt idsj+j Z t0 hg(qN )NPNw � g(qN)NwN ;N�Nt idsj: (4.10)Now the �rst integral on the right is dominated by the right side of (4.7) (with suitablychosen constants). To estimate the last two integrals we use the same method as in [BGS].We have j Z t0 hg(qN)Nw � g(qN)NPNw;N�Nt idsj =j Z t0 hZ 10 g0(�Nw(s) + (1� �)NPNw(s))[Nw(s)�NPNw(s)]d�;N�Nt idsj �Z t0 ~C3jNw �NPNwjjN�Nt jds � 12 Z t0 ( ~C23 jNw �NPNwj2 + jN�Nt j2)ds �12k Z t0 ~C23 jw � PNwj2V ds+ 12k Z t0 j�Nt j2V ds: (4.11)Here the �rst term in the last expression goes to 0 as N !1 by B3) and properties of w,while the second is dominated by second term on the right side of (4.7). Similarly,j Z t0 hg(qN )NPNw � g(qN)NwN ;N�Nt idsj �12k Z t0 ~C23 jPNw � wN j2V + j�Nt j2V ds �12k Z t0 ~C23 j�N j2V + j�Nt j2V ds; (4.12)which again is dominated by the right side of (4.7). This completes the required arguments.We note that the above theorem gives a computationally tractable method to solve theparameter estimation problem involving (3.1) in case the data collected consists of displace-ment or velocity measurements, i.e., ~C1 is either the identity or di�erentiation with respect13



to time once followed by evaluation in t and x. However, the case of accelerometer data ismore complicated, since then Theorem 3.1 requires wNtt (t; qN)! wtt(t; q) in V � for t 2 [0; T ].We will now give conditions under which this convergence can be obtained.Let us suppose that V2 = V , i.e., we have strong damping, such as Kelvin-Voigt dampingin the example given in the Introduction. We can formulate the system (1.1)-(1.3) in varia-tional form (4.2) and rewrite it in �rst order vector form on H = V �H in the coordinatesz =  z1z2 ! =  wwt ! :We de�ne V = V � V and �(q) : V � V ! Cl by�(q)  �� ! ; � !! = �h�; �iV + �1(q)(�;  ) + �2(q)(�;  ):Then (4.2) can be rewritten ashzt;�i + �(q)(z;�) = hF (q);�i for all � 2 V (4.13)z(0) =  '0'1 ! ; (4.14)where F (q) =  0f(q)�N �g(q)(N z1) ! :We can also write this in the equivalent operator form (not distinguishing between row andcolumn vectors): zt = A(q)z + F (q) (4.15)z(0) =  '0'1 ! (4.16)where �(q)(�;	) = h�A(q)�;	iV�;V withA(q) = " 0 I�A1(q) �A2(q) # :It is shown in [BIW, BSW] that if V = V2, then A(q) generates an analytic semigroup S(t; q)on V� = V � V �. Then the weak solution of (1.1)-(1.3) can be represented in the form:z(t; q) =  w(t; q)wt(t; q) ! = S(t; q) '0'1 !+ Z t0 S(t� � ; q)F (� ; q)d�: (4.17)14



Letting HN = HN � HN , we can restrict �(q) to HN �HN , denote this restriction by �Nand de�ne AN (q) : HN ! HN by hAN (q)�;	i = �N(�;	) for all �;	 2 HN �HN : ThenAN generates an analytic semigroup SN (t; q) on HN . Solutions of (1.8)-(1.9) can then berepresented as:zN(t; q) =  wN (t; q)wNt (t; q) ! = SN (t; q) PN'0PN'1 !+ Z t0 SN (t� � ; q)PNF (� ; q)d�; (4.18)where PNF is understood to mean  PNF1PNF2 ! if Fi are the components of F and PN :V � ! HN is the generalized projection (in the sense of the duality product). We canthen use the theory developed in [BR] to obtain zNt (t; qN) ! zt(t; q) when qN ! q. Notethat this will guarantee that wNtt (t; qN) ! wtt(t; q) in V � for t 2 [0; T ] (which is whatwe desired). According to Theorem 3.1, 3.2 in [BR] and the remarks following them, thisconvergence is guaranteed if we can argue convergence of (4.18) to (4.17) after di�erentiationof these terms with respect to time. Since we have analytic semigroups we obtain thisproperty if F (q) 2 ~L1([0; T ];V�) (i.e., pointwise de�ned and bounded V� valued functions)and PN'! ' in V �. Thus, we can state the following theorem:Theorem 4.2 Let V = V2 and f(q) 2 ~L1([0; T ]; V �) in the system (1.1)-(1.3). Let A1)-A11), B1)-B4), C1)-C4) hold. Morover, assume that PN'! ' in V � for ' 2 V �. Then forany qN ! q 2 Q we have wNtt (t; qN)! wtt(t; q) in V � for t 2 [0; T ]:Proof: Using the arguments in [BR] with (4.17), (4.18) we only need to argue that f(�; q)�N �g(q)(N z1) 2 ~L1([0; T ]; V �). But this follows from the fact that f(q) 2 ~L1([0; T ]; V �),z = w 2 CW ([0; T ]; V2) and N 2 L(V2;H).Acknowledgement:This research was supported in part by the Air Force O�ce of Scienti�c Research undergrant AFOSR F49620-95-1-0236.References[BGS] H.T.Banks, D.S. Gilliam, and V.I. Shubov, Global solvability for damped nonlinearhyperbolic systems, CRSC-TR95-25, August, 1995; Di�erential and Integral Equa-tions, to appear. 15
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